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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE 
 
 
The Science program in the Parsippany-Troy Hills School District, beginning in kindergarten, emphasizes skill development, problem solving and 

scientific inquiry in each of the three major Science disciplines: Life, Physical, and Earth Science. 

 

The students will employ a hands on multisensory approach, incorporating kinesthetic, visual, and technology-based elements.  In addition, 

students are asked to apply their knowledge to find solutions to problems in the world around them. 

 

The major focus is to have students build an in-depth knowledge of each topic studied through hands-on learning experiences that make 

connections in multiple content areas under the STEAM model (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics).   

 

Teachers are encouraged to use the 5E Instructional Model when developing lesson plans (See Appendix F).  Disciplinary Core Ideas, Science and 

Engineering Practices and Crosscutting Concepts will be infused throughout this curriculum as outlined in the New Jersey Student Learning 

Standards. 

 

In Grade 5 Science classes, students are asked to sort, predict, observe, measure, compare, conclude, explain, infer, design and build.  Special 

attention is given to developing strong reading, writing and math skills that will be utilized in several areas for many years to come 
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RATIONALE 
 
The Grade 5 Science Course of Study is closely aligned with the New Jersey Student Learning Standards (NJSLS) and the New Jersey Student 

Learning Standards for Technology Literacy ( for Technological Literacy). 

 

The philosophy being employed is that immersing young minds in scientific inquiry and project based learning will generate student excitement and 

curiosity in a manner that provides each individual a solid foundation.  From this foundation, they will build an in-depth understanding of challenging 

concepts the students will encounter this year and throughout their lives.  Attention is given to provide interdisciplinary connections to the areas of 

Mathematics, Reading/Writing, Health, and Engineering. 

 

 

This Curriculum includes project based learning opportunities that incorporate components of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and 

Mathematics (STEAM), which reflect an interweaving of inquiry based learning in light of developing greater student competencies in problem 

solving, critical thinking, and finding solutions through processes. Our students now have the important opportunities to grow in an environment that 

stresses the idea of learning through process and learning as critical thinkers.   

 

MODIFICATIONS AND ADAPTATIONS 
 
For guidelines on how to modify and adapt curricula to best meet the needs of all students, instructional staff should refer to the Curriculum 
Modifications and Adaptations included as an Appendix in this curriculum.  Instructional staff of students with Individualized Education 
Plans (IEPs) must adhere to the recommended modifications outlined in each individual plan.  
 

 

The Living Curriculum 
 

Curriculum guides are designed to be working documents. Teachers are encouraged to make notes in the margins. Written comments can serve 
as the basis for future revisions. In addition, the teachers and administrators are invited to discuss elements of the guides as implemented in the 
classroom and to work collaboratively to develop recommendations for curriculum reforms as needed. 
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Affirmative Action 
 

During the development of this course of study, particular attention was paid to material, which might discriminate on the basis of sex, race, 
religion, national origin, or creed. Every effort has been made to uphold both the letter and spirit of affirmative action mandates as applied to the 
content, the texts and the instruction inherent in this course. 

 
 

General Goals 
All students will understand that:  

● Scientists answer questions by careful observations and investigations ● Technology is all around us.  

● Engineers apply their knowledge of science to design solutions to practical problems  

● All living things are made up of cells, which work together to make up tissues organs and organ systems ● All living things have observable 

characteristics that allow them to be classified. ● Plants and animals pass these characteristics on to their offspring  

● Ecosystems change over time, both naturally and as a result of human activity ● Living things interact with one another in ecosystems.  

● Energy flows from the sun to plants to animals  

● Natural resources are essential to life and must be used with care  

● Oceans are complex systems that interact with Earth’s land, air and organisms.    

● Earth is part of a solar system, which is made up of many different objects orbiting the sun.  

● All matter has properties that can be observed, described and measured.    

● Forces interact with objects to produce motion.  

● Motion can be observed, measured and described.   

● Water moves in a regular cycle that influences the weather.  

● Objects in space including Earth and its moon move in regular observable patterns.    
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Grading Procedures  
  

Marking System  

Academic Achievement  

4 - Exceeds Standards - Consistently grasps, applies and extends key concepts, processes and skills  

3 - Meeting Standards - Grasps and applies key concepts, processes and skills.  

2 - Approaching Standards - Beginning to grasp and apply key concepts, processes and skills. 

1 - Needs Support - Not grasping key concepts, processes and essential questions. N/A – 

 Not assessed at this time.  

Individual Development - Work and Study Habits 

C - Consistently  

U -  Usually  

S – Sometimes 

 I - Infrequently  

  

  

  

  

Parent - Teacher communication is encouraged.  If you have a specific question about the progress of your child, please call to ask 
to have a teacher return your call.    

It is imperative that parents understand the grading and attendance policies as approved by the Board of Education.  The complete 

policies are printed in the student handbook.  Parents should familiarize themselves with these policies.  For future clarification, call 

you school.    

 
 
 
Benchmark assessments for students in grades K through 5 are administered each trimester.  
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PARSIPPANY-TROY HILLS TOWNSHIP COURSE PROFICIENCIES 
Course: 5SCN00                        Title: 5th Grade Science  
  

In accordance with district policy as mandated by the New Jersey Administrative Code and the New Jersey Student Learning Standards, the 
following are proficiencies required for the successful completion of the above named course.  
  

The student will:  

1. Develop a model to describe that matter is made of particles too small to be seen.  

2. Measure and graph quantities to provide evidence that regardless of the type of change that occurs when heating, cooling, or mixing 

substances, the total weight of matter is conserved.  

3. Make observations and measurements to identify materials based on their properties.  

4. Conduct an investigation to determine whether the mixing of two or more substances results in new substances.  

5. Support an argument that the gravitational force exerted by Earth on objects is directed down.  

6. Use models to describe that energy in animals’ food (used for body repair, growth, motion, and to maintain body warmth) was once energy 

from the sun.  

7. Define a simple design problem reflecting a need or a want that includes specified criteria for success and constraints on materials, time, or 

cost.  

8. Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how well each is likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the 

problem.  

9. Plan and carry out fair tests in which variables are controlled and failure points are considered to identify aspects of a model or prototype 

that can be improved.  

10. Support an argument that plants get the materials they need for growth chiefly from air and water.   

11. Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals, decomposers, and the environment.  

12. Support an argument that the differences in the apparent brightness of the sun compared to other stars is due to their relative distances from 

the Earth.  

13. Represent data in graphical displays to reveal patterns of daily changes in length and direction of shadows, day and night, and the seasonal 

appearance of some stars in the night sky.  

14. Develop a model using an example to describe ways the geosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, and/or atmosphere interact.  

15. Describe and graph the amounts and percentages of water and fresh water in various reservoirs to provide evidence about the distribution of 

water on Earth.  
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16. Obtain and combine information about ways individual communities use science ideas to protect the Earth’s resources and environment.  

 

Grade 5 Organization 

Topics  Units  Timeline (Suggested Trimester)  Required STEM Activity  

Introduction to Science  Units 5.1 & 5.2  First weeks of school  ***APPENDIX G***  Save Fred  

Life Science  Units 5.3-5.6  One Trimester (Second or Third)  Lesson 5.4 How Does Drought Affect Plants?  

Earth Science  Units 4.5, 4.6, 

5.7, 5.11 & 5.12  

One Trimester (Second or Third)  Human Impact Save the Bay  

www.gma.org/surfing/human/savethebay.html  

Physical Science  Units 5.13 & 5.15  One Trimester (First)  ***APPENDIX H*** The Pringles Project  

  

 Practices for the K-12 Science Classroom:  “I Can” Statements  

1  
Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for 

engineering)  

I can wonder about my world and ask questions about it.  

2  Developing and using models  I can create ways to model real-world situations.  

3  Planning and carrying out investigations  I can plan and carry out investigations.  

4  Analyzing and interpreting data  I can understand and explain what data means.  

5  Using mathematical and computational thinking  I can use math to explain my thinking.  

6  Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for 

engineering)  

I can come up with solutions and explain why these 

solutions work.  
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7  Engaging in argument from evidence  I can support my findings with facts.  

 

 

 Practices for the K-12 Science Classroom:  “I Can” Statement  

1  Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for 

engineering)  

I can wonder about my world and ask questions about it.  

2  Developing and using models  I can create ways to model real-world situations.  

3  Planning and carrying out investigations  I can plan and carry out investigations.  

4  Analyzing and interpreting data  I can understand and explain what data means.  

5  Using mathematical and computational thinking  I can use math to explain my thinking.  

6  Constructing explanations (for science) and designing 

solutions (for engineering)  

I can come up with solutions and explain why these 

solutions work.  

7  Engaging in argument from evidence  I can support my findings with facts.  

8  Obtaining, evaluating and communicating information  I can collect, understand, and share information.  
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I. Curriculum Topic:  Physical Science 
         The suggested sequence of Physical Science units is listed below.  

            Essential Question (s): Unit 5.13- How can we observe, describe, and measure the properties of matter?  
                                                 Unit 5.15- How do forces interact with objects to produce motion?  
                                                 Unit 5.14- Omit this unit. This unit is being used by 4th grade.  

            

5-PS1 Matter and Its Interactions     

Proficiency/Objective  

  

Standards  Suggested Activity  Evaluation/ 

Assessment  

Teacher Notes  

Students will:    Students will:      
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develop a model to 

describe that matter is 

made of particles too 

small to be seen.  

5-PS1-1  

  

Technology  

8.2.5.D.3  

  

  

  

  

  

  

-explain that matter is made of 
atoms and describe the structure of 
an atom.  

  

-identify some elements and 
describe how elements differ from 
one another.  

  

-compare an element to a 

compound.  

  

-create a model of an atom and 
compound using self chosen 
materials. First, create a carbon 
atom. Next, create two oxygen 
atom models. Finally, place the 
carbon atom between the oxygen 
atoms.  
  

-answer the questions:    

1. How could you lift a book 
above the desk? Supply baggies 
and books-ask students to make 
observations as to what is holding 
up the book.   
2. How could you develop this 

model  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 1  

Quiz  

  

5.13 Unit Test  

  

  

  

  

Analyze Your 
Results:  
Questions page 
629A  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 6  

Quiz  

  

teacher observation 
and anecdotal notes  

  

  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 1: What 
are Solids, Liquids, and  
Gases?  Pages 579A - 
592A  

  

  

  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 6: Model  

Atom Compounds  

Directed Inquiry page 

629A  

  

  

  

 Students can explore the 
website Strange Matter:   

Zoom Inside:   

(http://www.strangemattere 
xhibit.com/structure.html)  
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  (cushion of air) and engineer it into 
a useable product?   

  

- design a model (drawing) that 

uses a gas to create an object to 

help people in their everyday life. 

(The model shouldn’t help people 

learn, swim, live, travel, health, 

building).  

  

  

  

  

student presentation  

  

  

Whiteboard model of the 

states of matter or station 
work for individuals: 
(http://www.mheducation.c 

a/school/applets/bcscience 

7/particle/)  

measure and graph 

quantities to provide 

evidence that 

regardless of the type 

of change that occurs 

when heating, cooling, 

or mixing substances, 

the total weight of 

matter is conserved.  

5-PS1-2  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.1  

8.1.5.A.3  

8.1.5.A.4  

8.1.5.F.1  

  

-measure and record the weight of 
a bag of ice.  Allow the ice to melt 
and record the weight again. 
Graph all measurements to prove 
that the weight remained the 
same.  
  

-compare and contrast physical 

changes and chemical changes.  

Guided Inquiry  

Student page 595 - 
596  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 2  

Quiz  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 3  

Quiz  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 2:   

How Does Water 
Change?  Guided 
Inquiry page 595A - 
596A  

  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 3: 

How Does Matter  

Change?  597A - 612A 
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make observations and 

measurements to 

identify materials based 

on their properties.  

5-PS1-3  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.1  

8.1.5.A.3  

  

  

-describe some physical properties 
of matter.  

  

-compare solids, liquids, and 
gases based on their physical 
properties.  

  

-relate the states of matter to 
temperature and the arrangement 

and movement of particles.  
  

  

-identify objects from a list of their 
physical properties.  

  

  

-form explanations based on 

evidence as to why there is a 

difference in the weight of two 

inflated balloons.  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 1  

Quiz  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

teacher observation 
and anecdotal notes  

  

  

teacher observation 

and anecdotal notes  

Unit 5.13  Lesson 1:  What  

Are Solids. Liquids, and  

Gases?  pages 351A - 
366A  

  

Interactive BBC activity to 
show the different states of 
water  
(http://www.bbc.co.uk/scho 
ols/scienceclips/ages/9_10/ 
changing_state_fs.shtml) 
Independent Inquiry B  
Playing with Properties 
page 579  

  

Optional Activities  

Science Fusion Grade 4  

Digital Lessons   

4.7 Lesson 1:  What are  

  Control balloon will be filled with 
helium.  
Experimental balloon - Students 
will blow-up using their lungs.   
Questions:  

1. Does a balloon gain weight 
as you fill it?   
2. Why does one balloon float 
while the other sinks?  
3. Is  there is a difference in 

the 2 gases?  

 Properties of Matter?    

4.7 Lesson 2:  How Are  

Physical Properties  

Observed pages 351 - 368  
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conduct an investigation 

to determine whether 
the mixing of two or 
more substances 
results in a new 
substances.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

5-PS1-4  

  

  

Technology  

8.2.5.A.1  

-learn about the relationship 
between chemical and physical 
energy.  

  

-measure the distance around a 

bag as the CO2  is released. Add 

baking soda and  vinegar to a 

quart size bag with a seal.    

  

  

  

  

  

-write a secret message using four 

types of matter(lemon juice, lime 

juice, vinegar, and water). They 

will use the heat of a lightbulb to 

test which substance becomes the 

most visible.  

***APPENDIX I***  

-Testing Different  

Substances  

-Testing Different  

Concentrations of a  

Substance  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 3  

Quiz  

  

  

result of chart and 
question found on  

flipchart page 65  

  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 4  

Quiz  

  

***APPENDIX I***  

-Testing Different  

Substances  

-Testing Different  

Concentrations of a  

Substance  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 3: How 

Does Matter Change?  

pages 597-612   

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 3  

Independent Inquiry  

Shhhhh! Secret  

Messages page 597A  

  

Unit 5.13 Lesson 4 What 

are Mixtures and 

Solutions? pages 

613A626A  
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5- PS2  Motion and Stability: Forces and Interactions  

  

Proficiency/Objective  Standards  Suggested Activity  Evaluation/ 

Assessment  

Teacher Notes  

Students will:    Students will:      

support an argument 

that the gravitational 

force exerted by Earth 

on objects is directed 

down.  

5-PS2-1  -describe how forces interact to 
produce motion.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

-roll a tennis ball down a ramp to 

explore the concept of gravity.  Add 

other forces to see the effects.  

Unit 5.15 Lesson  

Quizzes  

  

  

Unit Test 5.15  

  

  

  

  

result of chart and 
question found on 
flipchart page 65  

  

Unit 5.15 Forces and  

Motion  

  

  

Unit 5.15 Lesson 1:   

What Are Forces?  

pages  

669A - 716A  

  

  

  

Directed Inquiry On a 

Roll page 699A  
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3-5 - ETS1  Engineering Design     

Proficiency/Objective  Standards  Suggested Activity  Evaluation/ 

Assessment  

Teacher Notes  

Students will:    Students will:      

define a simple design 
problem reflecting a 
need or a want that 
includes  

specified criteria for 

success and 

constraints on 

materials, time, or cost.  

3-5-ETS1-1  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.1  

8.1.5.A.4  

8.1.5.F.1  

8.2.5.A.2  

8.2.5.B.1  

8.2.5.C.1  

-define engineering and technology 
and identify how engineers find 
solutions to problems.  

  

-design and test a package to safely 

ship a single Pringles Potato Chip 

through the US Postal 

Service/PTHSD inter office mail.  

Unit 5.2 Lesson 1  

Quiz  

  

  

Unit 5.2 Lesson 2  

Quiz  

  

Unit Test 5.2  

Unit 5.2 Lesson 1:  What 
Is the Design Process?  

63A  

- 78A  

  

Unit 5.2 Lesson 2:  How  

Can You Design a 

Solution to a Problem?  

pages 79A - 80A  
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generate and compare 
multiple possible 
solutions to a problem 
based on how well 
each is likely to meet 

the criteria and 
constraints of the 
problem.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

3-5-ETS1-2  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.1  

8.1.5.A.3  

8.1.5.F.1  

8.2.5.A.2  

8.2.5.B.1  

8.2.5.C.4  

8.2.5.D.1  

  

  

-design a raft to carry a heavy a 
load. Test the model while controlling 
variables. Explain how redesign 

differs from design.  
  

-develop a retrieval device to save 

Fred, the worm. Students must 

generate many solutions to the 

problem and decide which ones are 

most likely to succeed.  

Guided Inquiry  

Student page 79 - 

80  

  

  

  

  

  

See appendix G:  

-Save Fred  

  

Unit 5.2 Lesson 2:  How  

Can You Design a 
Solution to a 
Problem?  pages 79A 
- 80A Guided Inquiry 
Lesson page 79A  

  

See appendix G:  

-Save Fred  

  

plan and carry out fair 

tests in which variables 

are controlled and 

failure points are 

considered to identify 

aspects of a model or 

prototype that can be 

improved.  

3-5-ETS1-3  

  

Technology  

8.2.5.B.1  

8.2.5.B.2  

8.2.5.B.3  

8.2.5.C.3  

  

-design a raft to carry a heavy a 
load. Test the model while controlling 
variables. Explain how redesign 

differs from design.  
  

-design and analyze a tool to 

evaluate its effectiveness.  

Unit 5.2 Lesson 2  

Quiz  

Unit 5.2 Lesson 4  

Quiz  

  

Guided Inquiry  

Student page 95-96  

Unit 5.2 Lesson 2:  How  

Can You Design a 
Solution to a Problem?   

pages 79A - 80A  

  

Unit 5.2 Lesson 4:  How 
Can You Use 
Engineering to Solve  
Problem?  pages 95A - 

96A  
Guided Inquiry Activity 

page 95A  
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II.  Curriculum Topic:  Life Science 
                                                The suggested sequence of Life Science units is listed below.  

            Essential Question (s): Unit 3: How does energy move through cells?    
                                                 Unit 4: How do plants grow and reproduce?  
                                                 Unit 5: How and why do ecosystems change over time?  
                                                 Unit 6: How does energy move from the sun to plants and animals?  
  

5-PS3 Energy  
    

Proficiency/Objective  Standards  Suggested Activity  Evaluation/ 

Assessment  

Teacher Notes  

Students will:    Students will:      

use models to describe 
that energy in animals’ 
food (used for body 
repair, growth, motion, 
and to maintain body 
warmth) was once 
energy from the sun.  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

5-PS3-1  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.3  

8.1.5.F.1  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

- explain how organisms 
interact with living and nonliving 
things in their ecosystem.   
  

  

  

-know the reproductive structures of 
some vascular plants.  
  

-describe fertilization and seed 
development in plant.  

  

  

- identify producers and 

consumers.   

  

  

  

  

Unit 5.5 Lesson  

Quizzes  

Unit Test 5.5  

  

  

  

Unit 5.4 Lesson 
Quizzes  
Unit Test 5.4  

  

  

  

  

Unit 5.6 Lesson 1  

Quiz  

Unit Test 5.6  

  

 

Unit 5.5 Ecosystems  

  

  

  

  

  

Unit 5.4 How Living  

Things Grow and  

Reproduce   

  

  

  

  

Unit 5.6 Lesson 1 What 
are Roles of 

Organisms in 
Ecosystems? pages  

291A-304A  
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  -define and describe 

photosynthesis.  

  

-understand food chains and food 
webs.  

  

  

-design a superpredator. Research 

adaptations and characteristics 

such as color, teeth, and shape. 

Have students draw their 

superpredator and create a food 

chain with the superpredator at the 

top.  

Unit 5.6 Lesson 2  

Quiz  

  

  

  

  

teacher 

observation  

Unit 5.6 Lesson 2 How  

Does Energy Move 
Through Ecosystems?  

pages 307A-318A   

  

  

STEM activity to use with  

Unit 5 Ecosystems  

  

5-LS2 Ecosystems:  Interactions, Energy, and Dynamics  
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Proficiency/Objective  Standards  Suggested Activity  Evaluation/ 

Assessment  

Teacher Notes  

Students will:    Students will:      

develop a model to 

describe the movement 

of matter among 

plants, animals, 

decomposers, and the 

environment.  

5-LS2-1  

  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.1  

8.1.5.F.1  

8.2.5.D.3  

  

-describe how cells are the basic 
unit of structure and function in 
living things.  

  

  

-describe the relationship between 
organs, organ systems and 
organisms.  

  

-create a food web that shows the 
overlapping feeding relationships in 
an ecosystem. Be sure to indicate 
how the energy is moving.  

  

-describe how decomposers break 
down dead plant and animal 
material.  

  

-observe the growth of fungus and 

describe the decomposition 

process.  

Unit 5.3 Lesson  

Quizzes  

Unit Test 5.3  

  

  

  

  

  

Analyze Your 
Results:   

Questions page  

307A  

  

Unit 5.6 Lesson 3  

Quiz  

  

Guided Inquiry  

Unit 5.3 Cells to Body  

Systems  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Unit 5.6 Lesson 2 Directed 
Inquiry Model a Food 
Web page 307A  
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Student pages 

321- 

322  

  

  

Unit 5.6 Lesson 3:  What  

Role Do Decomposers  

Play?  pages 321A - 322A  

Unit 5.6 Lesson 3 Guided  

Inquiry page 321A  

  

  

Short animation tells about 

Carbon Dioxide facts and 

how it is moved 

throughout our 

environment - Learn About 

CO2    (Can also be used 

in Matter and  

Interactions)  

(http://www.wonderville.ca/ 

asset/whattodowithCO2)  
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III.  CURRICULUM TOPIC:  Earth Science 
                                                 The suggested sequence of Earth Science units is listed below.  

            Essential Question (s): Unit 5.11- How do oceans interact with Earth’s land, and, and organisms?  
                                                 Unit 4.5- How does water move to influence the weather?  
                                                 Unit 5.7- How can people conserve natural resources?  
                                                 Unit 4.6 - (use Lesson 1 only) How does the tilt and motion of Earth cause day/night and seasons?  
                                                 Unit 5.12- How does distance affect the brightness of stars?  
                                                 Units 5.8, 5.9 & 5.10 - Omit these units. These units are being used by 4th grade.  

              

5-ESS1 Earth’s Place in the Universe     

Proficiency/Objective  Standards  Suggested Activity  Evaluation/ 

Assessment  

Teacher Notes  

Students will:    Students will:      
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support an argument that 

differences in the apparent 

brightness of the sun 

compared to other stars is 

due to their relative 

distances from the Earth.  

5-ESS1-1  

  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.3  

8.1.5.D.2  

8.1.5.F.1  

  

-make a scale model of the solar 
system to show proportional 
distances of planets from the 

sun.  
  

-build background knowledge of 
the solar system.  

  

  

  

  

-research the life cycle of a star 

and create a presentation.  

Analyze Your 
Results:  
Questions page 
539A  

  

Unit 5.12 Lesson 1  

Quiz  

Unit Test 5.12  

  

  

  

student 

presentation  

Unit 5.12 Lesson 1  

Directed Inquiry Make a  

Scale Model page 539A  

  

Unit 5.12 Lesson 1 What  

Objects Are Part of the  

Solar System? pages 539  

- 547  

  

  

Research Sites:  

Brainpop;  Life Cycle of  

Star  

  

Ducksters:  Astronomy for 
Kids  
http://www.ducksters.com/s 
cience/star.php  
The Life Cycle of Stars  

    http://www.montessoritraini 
ng.net/elementary_progra 
m/courses/matter_astrono 
my/sample_lessons.pdf  

  

Cosmos4kids:  Star Life 
and Death   
http://www.cosmos4kids.co 
m/files/stars_develop.html  

  

National Schools’  

Observatory:  Life Cycle of 
a Star  
http://www.schoolsobservat 
ory.org.uk/astro/stars/lifecy 
cle  
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represent data in graphical 

displays to reveal patterns of 

daily changes in length and 

direction of shadows, day 

and night, and the seasonal 

appearance of some stars in 

the night sky.  

5-ESS1-2  

  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.1  

8.1.5.A.3  

8.1.5.A.4  

8.1.5.F.1  

  

-describe the motions of Earth 
and the sun in space.  

  

-explain how the rotation of Earth 
causes day and night.  

  

  

-recognize the seasons result 
from the tilt and orbit of Earth 
around the sun.  

  

-StarLab (complete Unit 4.6 and 
5.12 prior to or in conjunction with 
StarLab rental).  

  

  

  

Unit 4.6 Lesson 1  

Quiz  

  

  

  

  

  

Unit 5.12 Lesson 3  

Quiz  

  

  

teacher 

observation and 

anecdotal notes  

Science Fusion Grade 

4  

Digital Lessons   

Unit 4.6 Lesson 1 Earth  

and Space  

pages 297 - 312  
  

  

Unit 5.12 Lesson 3:  
What Are Stars and 
Galaxies?  

pages 561A - 570A  
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5-ESS2  Earth’s Systems  

Proficiency/Objective  Standards  Suggested Activity  Evaluation/ 

Assessment  

Teacher Notes  

Students will:    Students will:      

develop a model using an 

example to describe ways 

the geosphere, biosphere, 

hydrosphere, and/or 

atmosphere interact.  

5-ESS2-1  

  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.3  

8.2.5.D.3  

-describe how the complex 
systems of oceans interact with 
Earth’s land, air, and 
organisms.  

  

-explain how water moves in a 
regular cycle to influence 
weather.  

  

  

-create a model of the ocean to 

see how salinity affects the 

water.  -create models of 

clouds and how they form.  

Unit 5.11 Lesson  

Quizzes  

Unit Test 5.11  

  

Unit 4.5 Lesson 
Quizzes  

Unit Test 4.5  

  

  

-Guided Inquiry  

Student pages 

517- 

518  

Unit 5.11 Earth’s Oceans  

  

  

  

Science Fusion Grade 4  

Digital Lessons   

Unit 4.5 Weather   

   

Unit 5.11 Lesson 3 Guided 
Inquiry How Can You Model 
Ocean Water?  

page 517A  

  

describe and graph the 

amounts and percentages 

of salt water and fresh 

water in various reservoirs 

to provide evidence about 

the distribution of water on 

Earth.  

5-ESS2-2  

  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.1  

8.1.5.A.4  

8.1.5.F.1  

  

  

-explain how the oceans and 
other bodies of water interact 
through the water cycle.  

  

  

  

  

-use a liter of water and food 

coloring to see how much fresh 

water is on earth, how to 

conserve it, and increase 

usage of untapped water 

resources.  

Unit 4.5 Lesson 1  

Quiz  

  

  

  

  

  

-teacher 

observation and 

anecdotal notes  

Science Fusion Grade 4  

Digital Lessons  

Unit 4.5 Lesson 1:  What is 
the Water Cycle? pages 
245A - 258A  

  

Earth’s Water:  a Drop in  

Your Cup  

Lesson Plan Format:  

http://www.calacademy.org 

/sites/default/files/assets/do 

cs/pdf/067_earthswateradr 

opinyourcup_revised_rede 

sign.pdf  
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    White Board Format:  

http://www.calacademy.org 

/educators/lessonplans/earths-
water-a-dropin-your-cup  
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5-ESS3  Earth and Human Activity     

Proficiency/Objective  Standards  Suggested Activity  Evaluation/ 

Assessment  

Teacher Notes  

Students will:    Students will:      

obtain and combine 

information about ways 

individual communities use 

science ideas to protect the 

Earth’s resources and 

environment.  

5-ESS3-1  

  

Technology  

8.1.5.A.3  

8.1.5.F.1  

8.2.5.A.1  

8.2.5.B.2  

8.2.5.D.5  

8.2.5.D.6  

  

-describe ways people use and 
conserve natural resources.  

  

  

  

-demonstrate what happens in 
an oil spill.  
-design a method to remove oil 

from an environment.  

Unit 5.7 Lesson  

Quizzes  

Unit Test 5.7  

  

  

student designs 
and improvements  

  

  

Unit 5.7 Natural  

Resources  

  

  

  

see appendix G:  

http://www.gma.org/surfing/ 
human/savethebay.html  
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WEBSITES:  

http://www.strangematterexhibit.com/structure.html - explores matter http://www.mheducation.ca/school/applets/bcscience7/particle/- 

models the states of matter http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/scienceclips/ages/9_10/changing_state_fs.shtml- states of water  

http://www.crscience.org/lessonplans/5-Chemical_Workout-Maimone_13-14.pdf- features an investigation of chemical changes 

http://mysteryscience.com/plants/mystery-2/roots-water-minerals/18?r=743156#slide-id-0 - features an activity for growing plants 

http://www.wonderville.ca/asset/whattodowithCO2 - discusses how carbon dioxide moves through the environment 

http://www.ducksters.com/science/star.php- astronomy resources 

http://www.montessoritraining.net/elementary_program/courses/matter_astronomy/sample_lessons.pdf- life cycle of stars  

http://www.cosmos4kids.com/files/stars_develop.html- life cycles of stars http://www.schoolsobservatory.org.uk/astro/stars/lifecycle- life 

cycles of stars  

http://www.calacademy.org/sites/default/files/assets/docs/pdf/067_earthswateradropinyourcup_revised_redesign.pdf - water distribution activity 

http://www.gma.org/surfing/human/savethebay.htm- cleaning up an oil spill activity  

http://www.nextgenscience.org/search-standards-dci?tid_1%5B%5D=6- Next Generation Science Standards 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/tech/- NJ Technology standards 1The 5E Model of Instruction - 5E Instructional 

Model  

  

  

  

  

 

  
 

 

 

                                                      
1 "The 5E Model of Instruction." 2011. 31 Jul. 2015 <http://www.wisd.org/users/0001/docs/GVC/5E%20Model.pdf>  
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Appendix A: New Jersey Student Learning Standards 
http://www.nextgenscience.org/search-standards-dci?tid_1%5B%5D=6 
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Appendix B: New Jersey Student Learning Standards for Technological Literacy.    
http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/tech/  
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APPENDIX C NJSLS STANDARDS 

 
 

1 - Visual and Performing Arts 
2 - English Language Arts 
3- Mathematics 
4- Science 
5 - Technology 
6- 21st Century Life and Careers 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2014/arts/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2016/ela/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2016/math/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/cccs/2016/science/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/tech/
http://www.state.nj.us/education/aps/cccs/career/

